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Thrustmaster TPR Rudder Black, Silver USB Flight Sim Analogue
PC

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 2960809

Product name : TPR Rudder

35° - 75°, Metal, 53 x 36 x 36 cm, 7 kg

Thrustmaster TPR Rudder Black, Silver USB Flight Sim Analogue PC:

Thrustmaster PENDUL_R™ technology: unique suspended mechanism for smooth, fluid motion. In
conjunction with the magnetic sensors, this mechanism ensures perfect precision, even for minor
adjustments.
Two very precise differential brakes for perfectly-proportioned braking.
Thrustmaster TPR Rudder. Device type: Flight Sim, Gaming platforms supported: PC, Gaming control
technology: Analogue. Connectivity technology: Wired, Device interface: USB. Product colour: Black,
Silver, Housing material: Metal. Power source: Cable. Width: 530 mm, Depth: 360 mm, Height: 360 mm
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